SonarCharts™, Navionics HD bathymetry map, widely available all around the globe, is now even more detailed than in the past!

Since the release of SonarCharts™, US and Canada users have experienced the incredible detail shown with 1 foot contour intervals. The amazing detail is now extended to most of the world, with 0,5 meter contour detail. SonarCharts™, a result of Navionics proprietary surveys and direct contributions from users of all major plotter brands, now features 0,5 meter bathymetry intervals and updated to include all the latest changes from Nautical Charts. View SonarCharts™ in all Navionics products for plotters, mobile, PC and web. You'll find this stunning new HD bathymetry in the following areas: the Nordic countries, Central and Mediterranean Europe, the Black Sea, Australia and New Zealand.

Whether you’re a cruiser, sailor, diver or fisherman you’ll be able to rely on this valuable chart that features more and more precise bottom contour detail. Explore creek channels with an increased awareness of shallow waters, cruise through troublesome areas and locate fishing spots at any depth level! Get the most out of SonarCharts™, whatever your passion!

SonarCharts™ is included with Navionics+, Platinum+ and HotMaps Platinum. Or get it on your Gold or HotMaps Premium cards by using Navionics Updates. Discover SonarCharts™ on your mobile and PC in any Navionics Boating app found on Apple, Android and Windows stores or view it now on our WebApp!

SonarCharts™ becomes more and more accurate, even in the ever-changing conditions of sea, lake and river bottoms, because it integrates existing cartography data with sonar logs shared by individual users.

You can easily contribute and enhance your favorite spots by recording sonar logs using your Humminbird, Lowrance, Raymarine, Simrad, B&G, and Garmin equipment, and sending them to Navionics to see results in about one week!

Want to know more about SonarCharts™? Click here.